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The dynamics of a coupled two-component nonequilibrium system is examined by means of continuum field
theory representing the corresponding master equation. Particles of speciesA may perform hopping processes
only when particles of different typeB are present in their environment. SpeciesB is subject to diffusion-
limited reactions. If the density ofB particles attains a finite asymptotic value~active state!, the A species
displays normal diffusion. On the other hand, if theB density decays algebraically}t2a at long times~inactive
state!, the effective attractiveA-B interaction is weakened. The combination ofB decay and activatedA

hopping processes gives rise to anomalous diffusion, with mean-square displacement^xWA(t)2&}t12a for a
,1. Such algebraic subdiffusive behavior ensues fornth-order B annihilation reactions (nB→B) with n
>3, andn52 for d,2. The mean-square displacement of theA particles grows only logarithmically with time
in the case ofB pair annihilation (n52) andd>2 dimensions. For radioactiveB decay (n51), theA particles
remain localized. If theA particles may hop spontaneously as well, or if additional random forces are present,
the A-B coupling becomes irrelevant, and conventional diffusion is recovered in the long-time limit.

PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a, 05.20.Dd, 05.70.Ln, 82.20.Mj
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable effort to elucidate the p
erties and conditions of anomalous diffusive behavior.
simple physical realization is given by diffusion on a frac
lattice @1#, where due to the increasing number of pa
within the lattice, the time for a diffusion process will b
prolongated. Also, diffusion in random media with quench
disorder may be anomalous. Depending on the distributio
barrier heights~or depths of traps!, one may observe norma
diffusive or subdiffusive behavior, respectively, if the ava
able number of diffusive paths is reduced by the presenc
obstacles@2,3#. Here we discuss a quite different situation
which diffusion is activated by the presence of particles
excitations that also propagate diffusively, but in the cou
of time decay. As a result the activated diffusion is rende
anomalous because the number of available paths decre
with time. However, the resulting structure of diffusive pat
is not static, but evolves temporally. One may call this p
nomenon dynamical fractality or dynamical disorder, d
pending on how the spatial distribution of excitatio
evolves in time.

We model this scenario by starting from a two-compon
system consisting of distinct particle speciesA and B, with
local time-dependent densitiesrA(xW ,t) and rB(xW ,t). An A
particle is allowed to perform hopping processes betw
adjacent neighboring sites on a lattice, provided there are
or moreB particles present in its vicinity. To be more sp
cific, anA particle hops from a sitej to a neighboring pointi
subject to the condition that this sitei is already occupied
with a particle of speciesB, and with a rate proportional to
the localB particle density. Obviously, such an effective a
tractive interaction strongly influences the diffusive mobil
of the A species: Their mean-square displacement^xWA(t)2&
will depend on the time evolution of the localB density
rB(xW ,t).
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/6071~7!/$15.00
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A nontrivial temporal behavior forrB(xW ,t) will result if
we submit theB species locally to diffusion-limited reaction
such asnth-order annihilationnB→B ~at the same or adja
cent lattice points! or combined annihilation (n>2) and
spontaneous offspring productionB→(m11)B @the B par-
ticles then perform branching and annihilating random wa
~BARW!#. Once the time dependence ofrB(t) has been de-
termined, we shall see that theA kinetics is in the long-time
limit to good approximation described on the basis of t
associated mean-field rate equation. When theB species is in

an active state, i.e.,rB(xW ,t→`)5rB
`.0, with a basically

homogeneous distribution in space, theA particles will dis-
play normal diffusive behavior, with a diffusion consta
DA}rB

` . In such a situation one has dynamical disorder,
there is always a finite fraction of sites available for hoppin
However, an inactive phase, or the BARW critical point, a
described either by an exponential decayrB(xW ,t→`)}e2lt,
in which case theA particles remain localized, or by
power-law decreaserB(xW ,t→`)}t2a with a characteristic
exponenta.0. The diminishing density ofB particles re-
duces the induced mobility of theA species, and these com
peting effects lead to subdiffusive behavior^xWA(t)2&}t12a

for a,1. In the borderline casea51 one has merely loga
rithmic growth ^xWA(t)2&} ln t.

Intuitively some of this behavior can be easily understo
in the limit of vanishing diffusion of theB particles. We
allow for multiple occupation, i.e., the site occupation nu
ber can be any integer between zero and infinity. When
occupation number ofB particles at a certain lattice point i
nonzero, that site is available for theA species. In an inactive
state the number ofB particles will be permanently reduce
by reactions leading to a decreasing density of available s
for theA species. This procedure can be viewed as an ef
tive ‘‘thinning out’’ of lattice sites that lead to subdiffusiv
6071 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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6072 PRE 62STEFFEN TRIMPER, UWE C. TA¨ UBER, AND GUNTER M. SCHÜTZ
behavior for theA particles reminiscent of~but distinct to!
the mathematically considerably more complex phenome
of diffusion on a fractal lattice.

II. MODEL

Here we present a more precise definition of our mode
terms of a master equation that we formulate in the stand
Fock-space formulation@4–6#, sometimes called the ‘‘quan
tum Hamiltonian formalism’’@7,8#, particularly for particles
with hard-core repulsion. Physically, this interaction is us
ally insignificant unless exclusion between different parti
species or external driving forces need to be taken into
count. This is intuitively clear for annihilating process
where the particle density tends to zero at late times@9–12#,
but remains true also in the absence of particle reactions@13#
even in one dimension. In some models, however, e.g.,
annihilation-fission model@14# or the pair contact proces
with diffusion @15,16#, site occupation number constraints d
play a crucial role. Hence, usually the specific choice o
model is prescribed by the mathematical treatment use
analyze it. In the present context where we shall emp
mean-field techniques and renormalization-group argum
it is more advantageous to consider particles without
exclusion~for recent reviews, see e.g. Refs.@7,17#!.

We consider a system consisting of two different types
particles denoted asA and B. The time evolution can be
represented through an evolution operatorL @4–6#. The cor-
responding annihilation and creation operators are writte
ai (bi) andai

† (bi
†), where the index indicates a lattice poi

in d space dimensions. For example, the normal hopp
process of speciesB from a site j to its neighbori is de-
scribed by the evolution operatorD(bi

†bj2bj
†bj ), and for the

entire lattice therefore

LB5D(
( i j )

~bi
†2bj

†!~bj2bi !, ~2.1!

whereD is the hopping rate or diffusion constant.
An analogous expression would describe free diffusion

theA particles. Here, however, we examine the situation t
such a process is only allowed if there is at least oneB
particle present at sitei. If no representative of speciesB is
available at that site, anA particle cannot move there. Th
time evolution operator for that process is proportional
(ai

†aj2aj
†aj )bi

†bi . The corresponding hopping process w
occur provided anA particle is in fact present at sitej and at
least oneB particle occupies sitei. Moreover, its rate is ac
tually proportional to the number ofB particles present a
site i. For the full system we obtain

LA5D̃(
( i , j )

~ai
†2aj

†!~ajbi
†bi2aibj

†bj !. ~2.2!

Here,D̃ denotes the induced transition rate for the dynam
process of speciesA.

In contrast to speciesA, theB particles are subject to loca
reactions. A decreasing number ofB particles will lead to a
slowing down for the motion ofA’s through the lattice. For
nth-order annihilation reactionsnB→B, the nonequilibrium
evolution operator reads@18#
n

n
rd

-

c-

e

a
to
y
ts
e

f

as

g

f
t

l

LR5ln(
i

~12bi
†n!bi

n . ~2.3!

Obviously, this operator describes the annihiliation ofn par-
ticles of typeB at a lattice sitei provided such particles ar
available; ln denotes the corresponding rate. Similar
spontaneous branching processesB→(m11)B with ratesm
are described by@19#

LP5sm(
i

~bi
†m21!bi

†bi . ~2.4!

Together with Eq.~2.1!, LR andLP represent the time evo
lution operator for branching annihilating random wal
~BARW!.

The complete dynamics is determined byL5LA1LB
1LR(1LP), and may be encoded into a time-depend
‘‘state vector’’ @4#

uF~ t !&5(
ni

P~nW ,t !unW &. ~2.5!

Here P(nW ,t) is the evolving probability distribution for the
unrestricted site occupation numbersnW 5$ni% for both A and
B particles, andunW & is a basic vector containing all possib
entriesni50,1,2, . . . ,̀ , i.e., the eigenvalues of the secon
quantized bosonic particle number operatorsai

†ai andbi
†bi ,

respectively. The stateu0& represents the vacuum with n
particles present,ai u0&505bi u0&. The state vector obey
the equation of motion

] tuF~ t !&5LuF~ t !&, ~2.6!

or formally uF(t)&5eLtuF(0)&.
The nonequilibrium operatorL corresponds to, and is ob

tained from the evolution operatorL8 of the classical maste
equation that can generally be written as

] tP~nW ,t !5L8P~nW ,t !, ~2.7!

and the matrix elements ofL andL8 are uniquely related to
each other. The time-dependent average of an arbit
physical quantityG(nW ) with the probability distribution
P(nW ,t) can be cast into a ‘‘matrix element’’ form for th
corresponding second-quantized operatorG(t)

^G~ t !&5(
ni

P~nW ,t !G~nW !5^CuGuF~ t !&, ~2.8!

with the projection statêCu5^0uexp(i(ai1bi). Using the
relation^CuL50, the evolution equation for an arbitrary op
eratorG becomes

] t^G&5^Cu@G,L#uF~ t !&. ~2.9!

All the dynamical equations governing the classical probl
are thus determined by the commutation rules of the und
lying operators and the structure of the evolution operatoL.
In our case the dynamics of the model is given by induc
hopping processes for theA particles and diffusion-limited
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PRE 62 6073REACTION-CONTROLLED DIFFUSION
reactions for theB species, which we shall assume to
distributed randomly at the initial timet50.

As a final step, we employ coherent basis states to re
sent the matrix element~2.8! by means of a path integra
@6,17#, and we then take the continuum limit. By absorbi
factors containing the lattice constant into the diffusion a
reaction rates, we may compute averages with a dynam
weight exp(2A@ â,a,b̂,b#) that consist of contributions to
the bosonic field actionA which describe the ordinaryB
diffusion

AB@ b̂,b#5E ddxE dt b̂~] tb2D¹2b!, ~2.10!

the purenth-order annihilation reactions

AR@ b̂,b#52lnE ddxE dt~12b̂n!bn, ~2.11!

or offspring production processes,

AP@ b̂,b#5smE ddxE dt~12b̂m!b̂b, ~2.12!

respectively. Finally theA diffusion, as induced by the cou
pling to theB species, is given by the action

AA@ â,a,b̂,b#5E ddxE dt â@] ta2D̃~¹2a!b̂b

1D̃a¹2~ b̂b!#. ~2.13!

Notice thatb̂(xW ,t)b(xW ,t) represents the local densityrB(xW ,t)
~when appropriate ensemble averages are taken!; the A dif-
fusion is thus mediated by the presence ofB particles. We
remark that apart from the continuum limit, the mapping
the master equation onto the above field theory is exact
involves no further approximations.~We have omitted the
boundary contributions stemming from the initial conditio
and the projection state here.!

III. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Clearly, the dynamic process for theA particles as defined
above is induced by the coupling to the reactiveB species
only. When there are noB particles present,rB(x,t)50, the
A dynamics obviously ceases. Indeed, it turns out that th
exists no noise term in the dynamic equation governing thA

kinetics, which would formally appear as a contribution}ââ

~or higher powers ofâ) in the dynamic functional. In fact
any stochasticity emerges as a result of spatio-temporal
tuations for theB species~essentially reaction noise here!. In
order to further elucidate this point, we may derive effect
Langevin-type equations for the local densitiesrA and rB .

To this end, we need to perform the shiftsâ511ã, b̂51
1b̃, which take care of the annihilation operators appear
in the projection statêCu, see Ref.@17#. To be specific, let
us consider the case ofB pair annihilation reactions. Omit
ting temporal boundary terms describing the initial config
ration, the new action becomes
e-

d
al

f
nd

re

c-

g

-

A@ â,a,b̂,b#5E ddxE dt$ã@] ta2D8¹2a2D̃~¹2a!b

1D̃a~¹2b!#2D̃ã~¹2a!b̃b1D̃ãa¹2~ b̃b!

1b̃@] tb2D¹2b12lb2#1lb̃2b2%. ~3.1!

Here we have allowed for additional ordinaryA diffusion
processes with rateD8. This dynamic action is equivalent t
the following set of coupled Langevin equations:

] ta5D8¹2a1D̃~¹2a!b2D̃a~¹2b!1z, ~3.2!

] tb5D¹2b22lb21h, ~3.3!

where the fluctuating forces with zero mean are character
by the noise correlations

^z~xW ,t !z~xW8,t8!&50,

^z~xW ,t !h~xW8,t8!&5D̃@¹2a~xW ,t !#b~xW ,t !d~xW2xW8!d~ t2t8!

2D̃a~xW ,t !¹2@b~xW ,t !d~xW2xW8!d~ t2t8!#,

~3.4!

^h~xW ,t !h~xW8,t8!&522lb~xW ,t !2d~xW2xW8!d~ t2t8!.

Taking averages, we may then identifyrA(t)5^a(xW ,t)& and
rB(t)5^b(xW ,t)&, as Eqs.~3.2! and~3.3! obviously generalize
the mean-field rate equations for the local particle densit
The reaction noise for theB species displays the characte
istic negative correlations~‘‘imaginary noise’’!, which re-
flect the particleanticorrelations induced by the annihilatio
reaction @18,20,17,14#. When there are noB particles left

@b(xW ,t)50#, the fluctuations cease, characteristic of an
sorbing inactive state. As anticipated, no noise contributi
exist for the pureA dynamics, but there appearA-B noise
cross correlations.~Notice that pure diffusion noise does n
appear explicitly here.!

Next, let us study what happens when theA particles are
subject to an additional random force that leads to ordin
diffusion, i.e., the term}D8 in the action~3.1!. Obviously,
one should expect that the induced diffusion}D̃ is sup-
pressed in this situation, and in the long-time limit standa
diffusion prevails. This becomes indeed clear through sim
power counting, introducing a momentum scalek, i.e., @x#
5k21, and measuring time scales as@ t#5k22, as appropri-
ate for diffusive dynamics. Then@D#5@D8#5k0 become
dimensionless, and we infer the field scaling dimensio

@ â#5@ b̂#5@ ã#5@ b̃#5k0 and @a#5@b#5kd, as to be ex-
pected ford-dimensional particle densities. The remainin
couplings~reaction rates! acquire the scaling dimensions

@sm#5k2, @ln#5k22(n21)d, @D̃#5k2d. ~3.5!

A positive scaling dimension means that the correspo
ing parameter is relevant in the renormalization-group~RG!
sense. E.g., the branching ratesm carries the dimensions of
‘‘mass’’ term, and indeed represents the decisive control
rameter for BARW: In mean-field theory, the critical poin
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must be atsm50, and is therefore described by the pu
annihilation model, while for any positivesm there will be
only an active phase characterized by exponential corr
tions @19#. The annihilation rate is relevant ford,2/(n
21) dimensions, and irrelevant ford.2/(n21). Hence we
identify the upper critical dimension, below which fluctu
tions in fact dominate the asymptotic behavior, asdc(n)
52/(n21) for nth-order annihilation processes@21,18#.
Thus, for n.3 fluctuations are not too important in an
physical dimensiond>1.

Furthermore, we notice that the couplingD̃ is irrelevant,
i.e., compared to the other parameters in the theory its in
ence should become negligible in the asymptotic long-tim
long-wavelength limit. Evidently,rB(xW ,t) either vanishes
~inactive phase! or approaches a constantrB

` ~active phase!
as t→`. In the former case, normalB diffusion, if present
(D8.0), will dominate; in the latter situation, the combine
quantity D̃rB

` will effectively act as an ordinary diffusion
constant, numerically renormalizingD8. In any case, we se
that the ordinaryA diffusion process is not qualitatively af
fected by the induced hopping through attractive coupling
the B density and the associated noise cross correlati
Also whenD850, as in our original model, and in a syste
with an initially finite number ofB particles,asymptotically
the A particles either remain localized or display standa
diffusion. In this respect, in numerical simulations the
duced anomalous diffusion in which we are interested h
would appear as acrossoverfeature in the long-time kinetics
and correspond to corrections to scaling to the lead
asymptotic time dependence. In an infinite system, howe
with initially finite B density, the anomalous diffusion regim
will persist indefinitely.

A corollary of these observations is that the rateD̃ does
not acquire any nontrivial frequency or time dependence
the infrared. In the field theory language, we note that neit
diffusive propagator for theA or B species can be renorma

ized by the (âb̂ba) four-point vertex in the unshifted actio
~2.13!, or equivalently, the three- and four-point vertices
the shifted action~3.1!. Consequently, the renormalizatio
for the vertex functionsG âb̂ba or G ãb̃ba and G ãba , respec-
tively, can be determined toall orders in the perturbation
expansion~with respect toD̃! by means of a Bethe-Salpete
equation, or equivalently, a geometric series of loops c
taining just theA andB propagator. This leads to the reno
malized wave-vector- and frequency-dependent coupling

D̃R~qW ,v!5D̃Fq21D̃E ddp

~2p!d

p2@~qW 2pW !22p2#

2 iv1D8p21Dp2G21

,

~3.6!

whereqW andv denote the momentum and frequency trans
between theA and B particles. We may now setD850
again, and investigate the long-wavelength limitqW→0,

]

]q2
D̃R~qW ,v!U

q50

5D̃F11
D̃

D S v

D D d/2E ddk

~2p!d

k2

2 i 1k2G21

,

~3.7!
a-
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where k25Dp2/v. Thus, asv→0, the fluctuation correc-
tions vanish~provided the integral is regularized in the ultr
violet with an appropriate cutoff!, and the renormalized co
efficient D̃R in Eq. ~3.7! approaches the original ‘‘bare’
constantD̃.

This is to be contrasted with the infrared-singular beh
ior of, e.g. theB pair annihilation rate, for which an analo
gous procedure yields@18#

lR~qW ,v!5lF11
l

DE ddp

~2p!d

1

2 iv/D1q2/41p2G21

,

lR~0,v!5lF11
l

D S v

D D (d22)/2E ddk

~2p!d

1

2 i 1k2G21

.

~3.8!

For d.dc(2)52, againlR(0,0)5l is just the original rate
constant, resulting in the mean-field power lawrB(t)}t21.
However, for d,dc(2)52, lR(0,v)}v12d/2 vanishes for
low frequencies. Inserting the corresponding effective tim
dependent ratelR(t)}t211d/2 into Eq.~3.3! leads to the cor-
rect slower algebraic decayrB(t)}t2d/2.

In summary, theB process itself is, per definition of ou
model, not influenced by theA dynamics. In the
renormalization-group treatment, this is reflected by the f
that the couplingD̃ is irrelevant, and thus does not affect th
long-time behavior. Yet the induced hopping rateD̃ is of
course crucial for theA species kinetics, and must be ke
even in the mean-field approximation. We may thus solve
the B kinetics first, and then explore its influence on t
inducedA diffusion. Henceforth, we shall again setD850,
as otherwise simple ordinaryA diffusion would ensue, with
D̃ then irrelevant also for theA kinetics, and the entire cou
pling of the A and B processes would disappear asympto
cally. In the following, we shall study theA kinetics, assum-
ing a spatially homogeneous but time-dependent distribu
of B particles, which leads us to a mean-field description

IV. MEAN-FIELD EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

A. Annihilation kinetics

Let us assume we can neglect spatial fluctuations for thB
species entirely, and ignore the reaction noise. For
nth-order annihilation processes, we saw that this as at l
a qualitatively correct description ford.dc(n)52/(n21),
i.e., for d.2 in the case of pair annihilations,d.1 for the
third-order process 3B→B, and in any physical dimension
for n.3. The evolution equation can either be obtained
rectly from the nonequilibrium operatorLR in Eq. ~2.3! and
the equation of motion~2.9!, or from solving for the station-
arity conditiondA/db̂50 for the actionA5AB1AR , Eqs.
~2.10! and ~2.11!, settingD50. ~Notice thatdA/db50 is
always solved byb̂51.! Either procedure results in the ob
vious mean-field rate equation

] trB~ t !52nlnrB~ t !n, ~4.1!

which is readily integrated forn.1,
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rB~ t !5
rB~0!

~11t/t!1/(n21)
, t5

rB~0!12n

n~n21!ln
, ~4.2!

i.e., for t@t theB density decays algebraically}t21/(n21) in
this approximation, while of course forn51

rB~ t !5rB~0!e2l1t. ~4.3!

In the same manner, we may obtain the evolution eq
tion for the A species, or just consider Eq.~3.2! for D850
and vanishing noise. In the spirit of mean-field theory,
assume a homogeneousB density, and obtain

] trA~xW ,t !5D̃rB~ t !¹2rA~xW ,t !. ~4.4!

Again, this equation can be solved exactly, considerin
d-like density distribution for theA species at the initial time
t50. As in this mean-field approach therB(t) is assumed to
be spatially uniform, theA species will be Gaussian distrib
uted in space, just like in ordinary diffusion,

rA~xW ,t !5S 1

2p^xWA
2~ t !&

D d/2

expS 2
xW2

2^xWA
2~ t !&

D . ~4.5!

However, theB decay~or lattice depletion! will be reflected
in the anomalous time dependence of the width~mean-
square displacement!. A straightforward brief calculation
yields

^xWA
2~ t !&52D̃E

0

t

rB~ t8!dt8. ~4.6!

For n51, i.e., the simple exponential decay~4.3!, the
result is

^xWA
2~ t !&5

2D̃rB~0!

l1
~12e2l1t!. ~4.7!

Initially ( l1t!1) one finds normal diffusion with effective
diffusion constantD̄5D̃rB(0), but atlong times the mean
square displacement approaches a constant, and thA
particles remain localized in a region of volum
}^xWA

2(t→`)&d/25(2D̃rB(0)/l1)d/2. Given that this simple
process is characterized by short-range correlations in s
and time only, we do not expect any considerable modifi
tion through fluctuation effects.

In the pair annihilation case,n52, one finds

^xWA
2~ t !&52D̃rB~0!lnS 11

t

t D , ~4.8!

while the mean-field result forn.2 reads

^xWA
2~ t !&52D̃rB~0!

n21

n22
tF S 11

t

t D (n22)/(n21)

21G .
~4.9!

In the asymptotic regimet@t, this implies anomalous diffu-
sion according to

^xWA
2~ t !&}t2/(21Q) ~4.10!
a-

a

ce
-

with a positive exponentQ52/(n22) indicatingsubdiffu-
sive behavior. In the limitn→` we haveQ→0, and con-
ventional diffusion is recovered. The reason is, of cour
that for largen the depleting reactions become very unlike
as n particles are required to meet at the same lattice s
Thus, low-orderB species reactions are much more effect
in slowing down theA diffusion. The time scale for the
crossover to the pure algebraic decay of theB particle den-
sity and subsequently for the anomalousA diffusion is given
by t}rB(0)12n/ln . The crossover to the asymptotic slo
dynamics is fast for large initial densities and reaction rat

The above analysis should be qualitatively correct forn
.3, as the corresponding critical dimensiondc(n),1. For
n52, i.e.,B pair annihilation processes ind<2 dimensions,
we know that at long timesanticorrelations develop
@20,18,17#: Initially close-by particles disappear quickly, an
only widely separated ones survive. This effective ‘‘repu
sion’’ should result in a roughly uniform spatialB distribu-
tion even for a clustered initial configuration. Given that t
coupling coefficientD̃ itself does not renormalize, we there
fore expect that our decoupling assumption leading to
~4.4! should represent a fair approximation, provided the c
rect time dependence of theB density is inserted. Ford,2,
the asymptotic result is

rB~ t !}t2d/2, ~4.11!

see Ref.@18# and also Sec. III following Eq.~3.8!, whence

^xWA
2~ t !&52D̄t12d/2 ~4.12!

with an appropriate effective rateD̄}D̃/(12d/2). In low
dimensions, this algebraic subdiffusive behavior withQ
52d/(22d) replaces the logarithmic law~4.8!. At the criti-
cal dimensionsdc(2)52, one finds the typical logarithmic
corrections@18#

rB~ t !}t21 ln t, ~4.13!

implying

^xWA
2~ t !&}D̃~ ln t !2, ~4.14!

which also describes slower kinetics than given by the me
field result~4.8!. For the case ofn53 at its critical dimen-
sion dc(3)51,

rB~ t !}~ t21 ln t !1/2, ~4.15!

and one would therefore expect the leading time depende

^xWA
2~ t !&}D̃~ t ln t !1/2, ~4.16!

i.e., essentially a square-root power law with logarithm
corrections.

B. BARW kinetics

We now extend theB dynamics and include branchin
processes of the formB→(m11)B with ratesm , described
by Eqs.~2.4! or ~2.12!. The mean-field rate equation~4.1!,
with n>2, is then replaced by
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] trB~ t !52nlnrB~ t !n1msmrB~ t !, ~4.17!

which has two stationary solutionsrB50 ~inactive phase!
and

rB
`5S msm

nln
D 1/(n21)

~4.18!

~active phase!. For any sm.0, the latter turns out to be
stable, i.e., BARW are always in the active phase in
mean-field approximation. The explicit solution of Eq.~4.18!
furthermore shows that the asymptotic densityrB

` is expo-
nentially approached,

rB~ t !5
rB

`

@11C e2(n21)msmt#1/(n21)
, ~4.19!

whereC5@rB
`/rB(0)#n2121. Again, Eq.~4.4! is solved by

the Gaussian distribution~4.5! with mean-square displace
ment ~4.6!. The ensuing integral is readily calculated f
some special cases, e.g., forn52

^xWA
2~ t !&52D̃rB

`F t1
1

msm
ln~11C e2msmt!G , ~4.20!

whereas forn53

^xWA
2~ t !&5

D̃rB
`

msm
lnS A11C e22msmt11

A11C e22msmt21
D . ~4.21!

In general, asymptotically normal diffusion with effectiv
diffusion coefficientD̃rB

` is recovered in the active state,

^xWA
2~ t !&52D̃rB

`t. ~4.22!

The properties of the active phase with an asymptotic
homogeneousB density are not much influenced by fluctu
tions, and hence Eq.~4.22! should aptly describe the ensuin
A kinetics even beyond mean-field theory.

For the possible existence of an inactive phase, and
characterization of the ensuing critical behavior, fluctuat
effects are, however, of utmost importance forn52, and it
turns out that the cases of odd and even offspring numbem
need to be distinguished. For oddm, aside from all lower-
order branchings, first-order decay processesB→B are gen-
erated, and become sufficiently efficient to shift the critic
point tosc.0 for d<2 dimensions. The emerging transitio
at sc.0 can be shown to be in the generic directe
percolation~DP! universality class@19#. The inactive phase
is then governed by exponentialB density decay, whereupo
the A species will become localized according to Eq.~4.7!.
At the critical point itself, theB species density decays a
cording to a power lawrB(xW ,t);t2a, with a5b/zn' given
by DP critical exponents ind51 and d52, respectively.
This would suggest̂xWA

2(t)&}t12a; yet theB density is far
e

y

he
n

l

-

from uniform at the critical point, and is instead charact
ized by the appearance offractal density clusters. While we
would still expect subdiffusive behavior for theA species
with Q.0, this exponent will likely be influenced by th
power-law correlations in the criticalB density. In the case
of evenm, for which theB particle number parity is locally
conserved under the reactions, a nontrivial transition w
sc.0 is possible only ford<dc8'4/3 dimensions. The in-
active phase is then given by the pure pair annihilat
theory, and consequently Eq.~4.12! should provide a fair
description for the ensuing anomalousA diffusion. The criti-
cal behavior is governed by a different parity-conservi
universality class, witha,1/2. In this instance, we agai
expect the above mean-field description to be rather inac
rate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied a mechanism to induce anomalous
fusion. Whenever an active particle of theA species performs
a random walk on a lattice, it may visit a certain lattice s
only provided this site is already occupied by at least onB
particle. The random walk is prolongated when theB par-
ticles react with each other in such a manner that theB spe-
cies density is decreasing. If that decay is exponential~first-
order reaction!, then after a short-time interval~given by the
inverse decay rate! the B species has disappeared and a f
ther visit of anA particle at that site is impossible. As
consequence theA species, after some initial mixing, re
mains localized. When theB species undergo reactions o
higher order, requiring at least twoB particles to meet at a
lattice site, an algebraic decay ensues that allows hopp
processes for theA species to occur for a much longer p
riod. However, the random walk process is slowed do
considerably as theB density diminishes, resulting in a muc
shorter mean-square displacement ofA particles as compared
with conventional diffusion. The emerging anomalous diff
sion is governed by power laws or logarithmic behavior th
can~approximately! be related to the asymptotic time beha
ior of the reactingB particle density. In this instance on
may view this process as resembling diffusion on a dyna
cal fractal. Only when at long times theB density remains
finite and nearly homogeneous, conventionalA diffusion is
recovered. This situation corresponds to diffusion with d
namical disorder, where in the long-time limit theB par-
ticles, with largely decayed fluctuations, merely resembl
quasistatic inhomogeneous background for theA kinetics.
The consistent mathematical treatment of diffusion on
static fractal, as well as induced diffusion processes on c
cal ~isotropic or directed! percolation clusters or near BARW
critical points remains an open problem that requires m
sophisticated analysis beyond the largely mean-field
proach presented here.
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